It is possible that the standard model (SM) is replaced around some transition energy Λ by a new, possibly Higgsless, "flavor gauge theory" such that the Yukawa (running) parameters of SM at E ∼ Λ show up an (approximate) flavor democracy (FD). We investigate the latter possibility by studying the renormalization group equations for the Yukawa couplings of SM with one and two Higgs doublets, by evolving them from given physical values at low energies (E ≃ 1GeV ) to Λ (∼ Λ pole ) and comparing the resulting fermion masses and CKM matrix elements at E ≃ Λ for various m phy t and ratios v u /v d of vacuum expectation values. We find that the minimal SM and the closely related SM with two Higgs doublets (type I) show increasing deviation from FD when energy is increased, but that SM with two Higgs doublets (type II) clearly tends to FD with increasing energy -in both the quark and the leptonic sector (q-q and l-l FD). Furthermore, we find within the type II model that, for Λ pole ≪ Λ P lanck , m phy t can be less than 200GeV in most cases of chosen v u /v d . Under the assumption that also the corresponding Yukawa couplings in the quark and the leptonic sector at E ≃ Λ are equal (lq FD), we derive estimates of bounds on masses of top quark and tau-neutrino, which are compatible with experimental bounds.
Introduction
The hierarchical pattern of the quark masses, their mixing, and the Higgs sector in general, remain outstanding issues of the Standard model (SM) electroweak theory. While a gauge interaction is characterized by its universal coupling constant, the Yukawa interactions may have as many coupling constants as there are pairs of fermionic fields coupled to neutral Higgs bosons. There is no apparent underlying principle which governs the hierarchy of the various Yukawa couplings. As a result, SM predicts neither the fermion masses nor their mixing.
For this reason, we regard it as possible that around some high energy Λ (> 1T eV ) SM breaks down and is replaced there by a new extended gauge theory that is responsible for an (approximate) flavor democracy of SM at high energies near the transition (E ∼ Λ). Flavor democracy (FD) in a fermionic sector basically means equality of Yukawa couplings in this sector in a flavor basis.
An extended gauge theory responsible for FD we call "flavor gauge theory" (FGT). In Appendix A we outline a possible simplified scheme for such an FGT, in order to motivate the concept of flavor democracy. In Section 2 we introduce formally the concept of FD for various fermionic sectors. In Appendix B, possible parametrizations for the deviations from FD are discussed. In Section 3 we use 1-loop renormalization group equations (RGE's) for Yukawa couplings of quarks in SM with one and two Higgs doublets, by considering the second and the third families of quarks together. We evolve RGE's from the low energy (∼ 1GeV ) physical mass scale to high energy and investigate whether the deviations from FD in the quark (up-type and down-type) sectors decrease with increasing energy. We then investigate the same question also in the leptonic sectors. Search for such trends toward FD can be interpreted also as a somewhat unconventional search (i.e., from the low energy physical scale to high energy) within SM for signals of new physics. In Section 4 we adopt the assumption of an additional lepton-quark FD (i.e., that at high energies the Yukawa couplings in the corresponding quark and leptonic sectors coincide at a high energy E ≃ Λ), which leads to estimates of bounds on masses of the top quark and tau-neutrino. These turn out to be compatible with experimental bounds. Section 5 contains further discussion of results. Conclusions of this paper are summarized in Section 6.
Flavor Democracy
We define that SM at some energy µ ≃ Λ possesses flavor democracy (FD) if there exists a flavor basis 1 where the Yukawa coupling strengths are equal in certain fermionic sectors. In this respect, we will restrict ourselves to two cases of SM, as motivated in Appendix A: the minimal SM, and SM with two Higgs doublets (type II) [1] .
a) Minimal SM:
FD would mean here an "overall" FD -with equal coupling strength for the up-type and the down-type fermionic sector simultaneously (for quarks, and separately for leptons):
where we use the notation
b) SM with two Higgs doublets H (u) and H (d) (type II):
and H (d) couple in this SM to f uR and f dR fermion isosinglets, respectively [1] . FD would mean here an up-type FD and a separate down-type FD, in the quark and the leptonic sector, i. e. "q-q up-type FD", "q-q down-type FD", "l-l up-type FD" and "l-l down-type FD"
1 Flavor basis is a basis in which the left-handed doublets of fermions transform as doublets under SU (2)L.
For the mass matrices
where v α = √ 2 (H (α) ) 0 o are the vacuum expectation values (VEV). Upon diagonalization, one obtains FD conditions for masses and mixings at µ = Λ
Note that even at low energies (µ ≃ 1 − 100GeV ), the fermionic mass spectrum is rather close to this form -i.e., the deviations from FD in SM in the up-type, and the down-type sectors, are already at low energies not large.
In our calculations, we will approximate the masses of the lightest quark and leptonic family to be zero at energy µ 0 = 1GeV , and will assume that their mixings to other families (∝ (V ckm ) uβ , β = s, b) are not strong enough to affect substantially the masses in those families at energies µ > µ 0 (= 1GeV ). These assumptions are based on previous investigations of renormalization group equations (RGE's) of SM (e. g. see [2] ). Furthermore, first we will restrict our calculations to the quark sector ((c, s) and (t, b)), since the leptonic sector doesn't affect the evolution of the Yukawa couplings for quarks substantially, as will be seen later. We adopt the light quark masses (at µ 0 = 1GeV ) obtained by Gasser and Leutwyler [3] : m c = 1.35 ± 0.05GeV , [4, 5] . In this case of the two families 2 , the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix for quarks, at µ 0 = 1GeV , is [6] 
The matrix is orthonormal, CP-violation effects are neglected.
2 Please note that we are still considering SM with n f = 3, but the first family being decoupled from the other two in the Yukawa sector.
The trend toward FD, as µ ↑ Λ, would then mean, according to (5) 3
In the case of the minimal SM ("overall FD") we would have in addition
In Appendix B, we show how to find FD-flavor bases, i. e. flavor bases in which we have in the case of FD equal Yukawa coupling strengths in fermionic sectors. There we argue that in an "up-down symmetric" FD-flavor basis the parameters of deviation from FD are
and analogously in the leptonic sector. Hence, the above conditions (eq. (5) ) are indeed equivalent to the trend to FD in the up-type and the down-type sectors of quarks and leptons 
Here we used the notations of eqs. (2) and (3). In the case of the minimal SM, we have to
We can deduce from [7] the corresponding 1-loop RGE's for the Yukawa matrices
These RGE's are of the form
where
Here, α 1 , α 2 and α 3 are the usual SM gauge couplings corresponding to U (1) Y , SU (2) L and SU (3) c , respectively:
with
The other quantities in these equations differ from each other in the two cases of SM SM with two Higgs doublets (type II)
Note that the mass matrices are proportional to the VEV's of the Higgses
For the minimal SM, we replace in the above relations 
Numerical Results and Discussions -Quark Sector Only
First we limit ourselves to the quark sector -2 × 2 matrices corresponding to the two families (c,s) and (t,b), taking the leptonic 2 × 2 matrices in the RGE's (11) to be zero. In this case, the low energy boundary conditions for the masses of light quarks and the mixing are well known [3, 6] , and m The conditions for FD (eq. (7)) are clearly not fulfilled in the minimal SM.
Results for SM with two Higgs doublets (type II), depicted in Figs. 1-3, show a more interesting structure. In all these cases, all the FD parameters (δ
d and η (q) ) are decreasing functions of energy. Hence, here we have a clear trend to FD (7) . Furthermore, in most of these cases, the poles Λ pole for the masses are reached long before Λ P lanck : log Λ pole < log Λ P lanck . 4 . We can interpret these quantities as being of the order of magnitude of the transition energy Λ trans between SM and some extended flavor gauge theory (FGT): log Λ trans ≃ log Λ pert ≃ log Λ pole . The clear trend to FD at these energies within SM could be interpreted as a signal of a corresponding new physics.
Results and Discussions -Leptonic Sector Included
By including also the leptonic sector in the numerical investigations of the RGE's (11), we were able to investigate also the behavior of the corresponding FD parameters separately in the leptonic sector: δ
However, for the boundary conditions of RGE's at low energy (µ = 1GeV ) we need the masses of µ, τ , ν for more details)
4 It was determined by requiring that the 2-loop correction to dgt/dt in RGE's for Yukawa couplings in the minimal SM [9] be approximately equal at Λpert to the corresponding 1-loop contribution, resulting in gt(µ = Λpert) = √ 6π. We use this relation also as a reasonable estimate in SM with two Higgs doublets.
Using the upper bounds on m phys νµ (< 250keV ) and m phys ντ (< 31M eV ) as suggested by experiment [11] , we obtain for a typical case of v d and η (l) ) decrease with increasing energy and we have a clear trend to FD also in the leptonic sector. In Table 2 We have numerically checked also that these conclusions are qualitatively independent of the specific chosen Dirac neutrino masses at low energy m D ν (µ = 1GeV ).
Top and Neutrino Mass Estimates -under the Assumption of

Quark-Lepton Flavor Democracy
In this section we extend our investigation by imposing, in addition to the conditions (7) for FD in the quark (q-q) and leptonic (l-l) sector, the condition of FD for the (combined) quark-leptonic
Note that this would correspond, in the FGT-scheme of Appendix A, to the assumption that FGT treats quarks and leptons on equal grounds: κ
In the calculation here, we take into account only the third families (t, b) and (ν D τ , τ ), and investigate the running of their Yukawa couplings (or equivalently: their masses) with increasing energy. It can be checked that the lighter second families do not affect the behavior of the third families in any appreciable way (vice-versa is not true). Here, we approximate, for simplicity, the transition energy Λ trans between SM and an extended theory (e. g. FGT) with Λ pole . Such an approximation may look reasonable in view of the fact that we have only the indications for the relation log Λ trans ≃ log Λ pole . Hence, our additional (high energy) boundary conditions for the RGE's will be approximated as Table 3 . Since the Dirac neutrino masses shown in Table 3 are too large to be compatible with results of the available experimental predictions [11] , we have to invoke the usual "see-saw" mechanism [10] of the mixing of the Dirac neutrino masses (at low energy) and the much larger Majorana neutrino masses M R , in order to derive the small physical neutrino
Since the Majorana mass term breaks the lepton number conservation, the Majorana masses are expected to be of the order of some new (unification) scale Λ (≫ O(M W )), and are usually assumed to be M R ≃ Λ. Within our context, the simplest choice of this new unification scale would be the energy Λ trans where SM is replaced by an extended gauge theory (e. g. an FGT).
Since we took here Λ trans ≈ Λ pole , we obtain
The last entry in Table 3 is calculated according to this equation. As we can see, the physical tauneutrino masses m phy ντ predicted in this way are very small for the most cases of the choice v u /v d and m phy t , i. e. in most cases they are below the experimentally predicted upper bounds [11] .
Note that the scenario in this section, leading to our predictions of m phy ντ , implicitly contains the following assumptions that are not contained in the rest of the paper: In general, we could assume O(M R ) ≃ O(Λ newscale ) ≥ O(Λ pole ), and we would consequently end up with even smaller m phy ν than those obtained in Table 3 .
As seen in Table 3 , when increasing m 
Further Discussions
The calculations in the paper, except for the previous section, were carried out by including the CKM mixing between the considered second and third families of quarks, by taking (V (q) ckm ) cb (µ = 1GeV ) = 0.05, i.e. the experimentally suggested value for the quark sector [6] . For simplicity, we took (V (l) ckm ) νµτ (µ = 1GeV ) = 0.05, the same value as in the quark sector. If we ignored any of the flavor mixings (this would imply that the corresponding CKM matrix is the 2 × 2 identity matrix at any energy), the results for the masses and the FD parameters δ In this paper, we did not consider the Higgs masses and their evolution with energy. We were allowed to ignore them because, unlike the case of the 2-loop RGE's, the 1-loop RGE's for 
Conclusion
We investigated the behavior of Yukawa couplings of SM in order to see whether they show trends to flavor democratic (FD) structures as the energy of the probes increases. We found that the minimal SM (and the closely related SM with two Higgs doublets, type I) does not show such trends in the sector of the down-type fermions (s, b, µ, τ ) and in the CKM-mixing behavior.
On the other hand, we found that SM with two Higgs doublets (type II) clearly shows such trends in all sectors (down-type and up-type fermions), as well as in the CKM-mixing behavior. Under the assumption that the corresponding Yukawa couplings in the quark and the leptonic sectors in this model are equal at E ≃ Λ trans (l-q FD), we were able to estimate the masses of top quark and tau-neutrino.
where Ψ is the column of all fermions f j (in a usual flavor basis of SM), and B µ = B j µ T j , with T j being the generator matrices of the (new) symmetry group G. For simplicity, we denote here the transition energy Λ trans between FGT and SM as Λ. We omit the color indices of quarks.
The T j 's corresponding to the electrically neutral B j µ are taken to be proportional to identity matrices in the flavor space, i. e. FGT does not "see" flavors. The effective neutral currentcurrent interaction at "low"-energy E (Λ ≤ E ≪ M B , M B being the mass of B µ ) can then be written as
The left-to-right parts of the quark and lepton terms in the above sum are those which can contribute to Yukawa interactions. These parts can be re-expressed, following a suggestion by
Bönisch [14] , by applying a Fierz transformation [15] 
We introduce two auxiliary scalar doublets H (u) and H (d) and add to the above Lagrangian the following squares (this transformation doesn't change the path integral for the generating functional, and hence formally doesn't change the physics [16] )
where we used the notations of eq. (2), and κ 
Several authors ( [13] and references therein) argued that the auxiliary Higgses in a class of Lagrangians, including this Lagrangian, can become dynamical by quantum effects, becoming basically condensates of the <f f >-type, when the energy of the probes E is decreased below Λ (=Λ trans ) into the SM energy region. The Higgs doublets H (α) then become renormalized by a normalization constant Z α (E) ( which is increasing as E ↑ Λ), and we arrive at the flavor democratic Yukawa Lagrangian of eqs. (3)- (5) at E ≃ Λ, with the following substitution
In such a case, we would end up at low energies with the SM with two Higgs doublets (type II) which tends to flavor democracy (FD) as the energy of the probes increases to the transition energy Λ. If we expected transition of FGT into the minimal SM, we would have to replace in the above relations
which would lead us to the flavor democratic Yukawa interaction of eq. (1).
We stress that the presented scenario is just a rather primitive scheme of an FGT which may motivate the assumption of the trend to FD in SM as we increase the energy of the probes.
There remain many interesting problems connected with such scenarios. One question is how the condensation mechanism works precisely in this case. There is also a question of how to avoid the creation of too many physical Goldstones resulting from the breaking of the horizontal global symmetry SU (3) L × SU (3) R (-the group of unitary transformations between the three families) [17] .
Appendix B Parameters for Deviations from Flavor Democracy
We define as an FD-flavor basis the flavor basis in which the Yukawa coupling strengths become equal (separately in the up-type and in the down-type sector, see eq. (4)), if the mass spectrum and the mixings are of the form of eq. (5). For simplicity, we will here omit the subscripts and superscripts (q, l) for quarks and leptons, and restrict ourselves to the case of two families (2 × 2 matrices) in a specific (either q or l) sector.
Transformation of the Yukawa matrices for the up-type and the down-type sectors from the mass basis to a general flavor basis is of the form 
It is straightforward to see that we have a large set of FD-flavor bases
where we denoted
and
For each θ between zero and θ ckm (= arcsin η) we have an FD-flavor basis F D(θ). Taking the usual metrics for the matrices
we can define the deviations from FD for the up-type sector in such a basis as 6) and analogously for the down-type sector. Explicit calculations then yield
where we denoted δ u = m c /m t , δ d = m s /m b for the quark sector, and analogously for the leptonic sector.
Choosing the "up-down symmetric" FD-flavor basis (θ = θ ckm /2 ≃ η/2), we obtain (e. g. ≤ 31M eV , or ≤ 1M eV , or ≤ 17keV ) and on Λ pole (e. g. ≤ Λ P lanck , or ≤ 10 10 GeV , or ≤ 10 5 GeV ), respectively.
Tables
v u /v d m phy t Λ pole (δ (q) u ) (0) δ (q) u δ (q) d δ (l) u δ (l) d η (q) η (l) 100(
